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Please note, these are average scores based on the total number of feedback forms completed. Scores are from 0
– 10 where 0 is the lowest and 10 is the highest.

Questions Asked Average Total Completed

Confidence before 5.00 10

Confidence after 9.00 10

Knowledge before 5.90 10

Knowledge after 9.40 10

Lead instructor rating 10.00 10

Co-instructor rating 9.00 10

Likelihood of recommending the course 9.70 10

Comments

A useful course to undertake.

A well rounded course delivered by credible and experienced practitioners. Great interaction within the course
students online and within breakout groups. Techniques, use of language and prompts for creating own ability to
apply ALGEE brings confidence to utilising new skills and MHFA when required.Thank you for the excellent printed
content and delivery of tuition to support me with this course.

Approachable and knowledgeable tutors that had me engaged and wanting to learn more especially on my
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Difficult in a remote environment, but I think I would have benefitted from doing more of the case studies in the
break-out groups. I found them really useful in terms of practicing the skills and building confidence in applying
ALGEE.

Great course Lauren is very knowledgeable.Thoroughly enjoyed the course however i have not received my
manual and work book so its been difficult. Please could this be looked into as i require this. Vicky was good but
hesitant and didn't notice people in the chat room or putting hands up and often slides wouldn't work so Lauren had
to step in.. however Vicky was also great and i understand she is at early stages of training.Great course.

I think this course was fantastic. It's really eye opening and giving me so many tools to be able to move forward
and feel confident with helping someone with mental health issues. The tutors were lovely and informative no
question was silly and they really give us time to process everything. Can I also say the inclusion of someone who
is deaf was fantastic and the interpreter's did a phenomenal job. It was a really well run course. I was really
impressed. I honestly think this kind of stuff should be mandatory in schools and work places. Thanks again Lauren
and Vicki

I've found the course a brilliant and worthwhile course, and it's something which I'll be recommending to all my
peers and friends. I've been studying counselling for the last 2 years, and I think that it really enhances my
knowledge and understanding.Lauren - is a great facilitator, she is warm, friendly and approachable and it's great
how she utilises her own experiences to make the course real. The same can be said for Vikki who was informative
and friendly, and who was always providing additional information which I've found very useful.I think the
facilitation, mixed with a great group has made it easy to understand, and also deal with what can sometimes be
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complex issues. Thanks for helping me grow, and increasing my own understanding, and approach.
Lauren was amazing in delivering the course. She was very understanding of everyone's situations if someone
found something distressing etc and gave really informative explanations.

The course was delivered by Lauren and Vicki in an excellent manner. Their knowledge was amazing. Could
answer all questions asked. I hsve found this course invaluable and am so happy i have done it..

The mental health course is very outstanding, the professionalism is very high and the group is very inclusive too!
The instructors were really going beyond the ceiling, ensure I have the right resources and checking if I am okay
through the course. Also, the sign language interpreters are very energetic, translated the information fluently and I
have so much respect for them. Have been taken part in young children, young people and adults courses so far;
learnt so much about the world of mental health and made me realised a lot about what to do with the people who
are in crisis. From the bottom of my heart, I can waffle for hours and hours like a novel book and I just want to
express my love, passion and prayers to the group, Lauren, Vicky, Susan and sign language interpreters. Thanks
to you all I can be a Deaf mental health first aider and you all are amazing people I ever met and discussed on
Zoom. Cannot wait to meet you all one day. Keep in touch and cannot wait to take part in a suicide prevention
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